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College of Education, Principals' Association Form
Partnership to Enhance Research Efforts
The aspirations movement in Maine is a decade
old this year, and one of its outgrowths is a part
nership between the University of Maine College
of Education and the Maine Principals’
Association.
The UMaine/MPA partnership, unique in the
state if not in the nation, will involve schools more
closely in educational research and help the
researchers understand the schools better than in
the past. Historically, according to those involved,
research findings have not been readily applicable
to schools and accessible to teachers.
“People have organized before, but at the system
level,” says Robert Cobb, dean of the UMaine
College of Education. “We hadn’t formalized the
notion of working with building-level people. It’s at
the building level that things really happen with
students.”
Initially, UMaine faculty and school principals
are undertaking research in three areas — assess
ment, aspirations and educational governance.
UMaine would be a resource for the schools,
helping the schools develop the skills and instru
ments to evaluate their own students.
The partnership, which was formally announced
Nov. 18 at the Maine Principals’ Association’s

annual conference, grew from the study of student
aspirations begun in 1984 by faculty in UMaine’s
College of Education. Their interest in aspirations
was spawned by three findings:
▼ Maine natives held a disproportionately low
number of the state’s highest-paying jobs.
▼ The percentage of high school graduates
going on to post-secondary education was low,
despite a high graduation rate.
▼ Maine’s most able high school seniors,
according to anecdotal reports, had no clear
academic or vocational plans beyond graduation. ▲
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With get-well wishes in hand for UMaine President Fred Hutchinson, preschoolers from the Chapel Road program of the
University of Maine Children's Center paid a surprise visit to the President’s House last week. President Fred
Hutchinson, who is recovering from open heart surgery that took place in early November, greeted the youngsters and
then sat down to listen to detailed explanations of the images in their artwork. The children delivered artwork and getwell wishes from the five programs of the UMaine Children's Center, which provides childcare services for infants,
toddlers and preschoolers of University employees and students.
Photo by Damon Kiesow

Ted Mitchell Cited for
Distinguished Service
Ted Mitchell, director of the Wabanaki
Center at the University of Maine, is the
recipient of a recognition award for
Distinguished Service in the Field of
Higher Education, presented by the
Finance Authority of Maine (FAME).
The award was made earlier this
month at FAME’S annual dinner meeting
where leaders in business, education and
finance from throughout the state were
recognized for their contributions.
Ted Mitchell
Presenting the award on behalf of FAME
was University of Maine System Chancellor Michael Orenduff.
Mitchell, a Penobscot Indian, was named director of the
University’s Wabanaki Center this past summer - one of many
capacities from which he has served the Native American youth
of Maine. He has dedicated his life to helping students, particu
larly Native American students, to reach higher and to expand
their dreams.
Mitchell has encouraged the aspirations of Maine’s Native
American youth in many ways. He visits area schools and
speaks with groups of Native American students regarding their
opportunities, their goals and their aspirations. He brings
groups of students to the UMaine for events such as panel
discussions, campus tours, department presentations, scientific
demonstrations and overnight stays. He has served on the
Maine Aspirations Committee, helping the group remain aware
of and focus on the needs of Native American youth.
continued on page 13

Community Feedback Sought
on UMaine Vision Statement
A computer newsgroup has been created to begin the process
of gathering feedback relative to President Hutchinson’s
“Maintaining and Enhancing a Complete Learning Community:
A Vision for the University of Maine,” which was presented to
the campus community in May.
This process is designed to facilitate on-line discussion about
the president’s vision, providing opportunities for individuals to
comment on the content of the document and to make sugges
tions for refinement. This is the first step in a process being
designed by a committee which was appointed to create a process
for collecting input that will be used to convert Hutchinson’s
vision into a shared vision for the future of UMaine.
“Since we’re talking about the future of this institution, I think
it’s entirely appropriate that we begin gathering feedback by
using the technology that’s available to us,” said Tina Passman,
chair of the committee and interim director of UMaine’s Honors
Center. “It’s important to remember that this is the first step. We
are also looking at a variety of other ways to create access for
members of the University community who wish to share thenthoughts in shaping the vision for the future of this institution.”
The newsgroup can be accessed through the University main
frame computer. Users should select the Information Services
folder in the Main Folder, and then select Maine News. The
discussion group is: maine.orono.president-vision. The entire text
of the original document has been posted to the newsgroup. ▲
2 UNIVERSITY OF MAINE

At the 70th anniversary observance of the Orono-Old Town branch of the
American Association of University Women, the honor of cutting the cake
was awarded to Brownie Schrumpf, second from the left, an honorary life
member and presently the longest-term member in the area. With her are,
left to right, branch president Janet Givens, and members Kerry Clark
Jordan, Margie Zoldi, and Dorothy Clarke Wilson.
Photo by Sylvia Leigh

AAUW Orono-Old Town Branch
Observes 70th Anniversary
The first meeting of the Orono-Old Town branch of the
American Association of University Women was in 1924 when
members elected to “give a tea for the senior girls at the
University to pass on the word to AAUW” - promotion of
education for women.
In the ensuing 70 years, branch members have engaged in
community events and raised funds for educational purposes.
While the Silver Tea during the Depression netted only $6.38,
fund drives since have been more successful, continued on page 13

Cultural Affairs Committee Deadline for Proposals

The next deadline to submit proposals to the Cultural Affairs/
Distinguished Lecture Series Committee is Dec. 5. This is the
second of three deadlines for proposals this academic year; the next
will be in the spring. For more information or to submit proposals,
contact: Alexander Grab, Department of History, Stevens Hall.
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Monday

Classes resume Nov. 28.

“USFWS Partners for Wildlife
Program in Maine," by Ron Joseph,
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, part of
the Wildlife Seminar Series, noon,
Nov. 28, 204 Nutting Hall. x2862.
“A Process Engineer’s
Responsibilities in Environmental
Management,” by David Kraske, part
of the Environmental Management
Seminar Series, 4:10 p.m., Nov. 28,
100 Jenness Hall. x2301.
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Tuesday

Overview of Mosaic, a CIT workshop,
9:30-11:30 a.m., Nov. 29, Fogler
Library classroom. Registration
required. X1638.
Lotus 1-2-3 - Charting & Formulas, a
CIT workshop (intermediate level),
10 a.m.-noon, Nov. 29, 111 Corbett
Business Building. Advance registra
tion, fee. X1638.

Goddesses in Every Woman, a filmed
interview with author and Jungian
analyst Jean Shinoda Bolen, followed
by discussion led by Tina Passman,
part of the Thinking Allowed series,
12:30-1:30 p.m., Nov. 29, FFA Room,
Union. X2394.

Bringing Word & Excel Together, a CIT
workshop (intermediate level), 24 p.m., Nov. 29,121 Lengyel Hall.
Advance registration, fee. X1638.

Student/Faculty Chamber Music
Performance, part of the Music
Department performance season,
7 p.m., Nov. 29,120 Lord Hall.
X1240.

All events are free and open to the
public unless otherwise specified.
Any speaker not otherwise identified
is a member of the University of
Maine faculty, staff or student body.
Send notices of upcoming campus
events to: Maine Perspective
Calendar, Public Affairs.
Calendar of events listings MUST be
typewritten and should be sent AT
LEAST TWO WEEKS in advance.
Deadline for each issue: 9 a.m.
Friday. For more information, call
x3745.
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Thursday

“Talking to Children about AIDS and
HIV,” offered by SHARE Peer
Educators as part of UMaine's World
AIDS Day Observance, 11 a.m.,
Dec. 1, Totman Lounge, Union. x4031.

Association of Graduate Students
Board Meeting, noon, Dec. 1, Lown
Rooms, Union. x4548.

“Actress, Teacher: The Influence of
Julia and Emilie Melville on the
American Theater,” by John Moring,
part of the Women in the Curriculum
Lunch Series, 12:15-1:30 p.m.,
Nov. 29, Bangor Lounge, Union.
X1228.

NOV. 28-DEC. 12

“We’re Off to See the Wizard:
Simulating and Automating Dialogue
Understanding,” by Anne Johnstone,
part of the Computer Science
Department lecture series, 4:10 p.m.,
Nov. 30, 227 Neville Hall. x3941.

Wednesday

“AIDS Day Reading,” a reading by
faculty, student and local writers for
International AIDS Day, part of the
Poetry Free Zone series, noon,
Nov. 30, Honors Center. x3264.
Finding Co-op & Internship Positions,
a Job Search Workshop offered by the
Career Center, 3:10 p.m., Nov. 30,
Chadbourne Hall. xl359.
Faculty Senate Meeting, 3:15 p.m.,
Nov. 30, Lown Rooms, Union. X1167.

“Should HIV Testing be Available on
the UMaine Campus,” a discussion
offered as part of UMaine’s World
AIDS Day Observance, 12:15 p.m.,
Dec. 1, Totman Lounge, Union. x4031.
“Debate on the 1994-1995 Class
Book: Arthur M. Schlesinger Jr.’s The
Disuniting of America," a discussion
featuring Valerie Carter, Burt Hatlen,
Margo Lukens and Ulrich Wicks, part
of the Socialist and Marxist Studies
Luncheon Series, 12:20-1:30 p.m.,
Dec. 1, Bangor Lounge, Union. x3860.
“The Uncertainty Principle,” an
Honors lecture by Charles Hess,
3:10 p.m., Dec. 1,100 Neville Hall.

“AIDS Summit: Protecting and Caring
for the Ones We Love,” offered as
part of UMaine's World AIDS Day
Observance, 3:30 p.m., Dec. 1, Wells
Conference Center Lounge. x4031.
“Learning Lessons from Past Socialist
Reform Efforts in Eastern Europe and
Russia,” by Jacob Naor, part of the
Department of Philosophy Colloquium
Series, 4 p.m., Dec. 1, Levinson
Room, the Maples. x3860.
Lights Out and Candlelight Vigil, part
of UMaine's World AIDS Day
Observance, 5:15 p.m., Dec. 1, Fogler
Library steps. x4031.

Maine Precaution Performance:
“Everything You Thought You Knew
About Sex and Much, Much More,”
part of UMaine's World AIDS Day
Observance, 8:15 p.m., Dec. 1, Damn
Yankee. x4031.
Musical Performance by Robert Hoyt,
8:30 p.m., Dec. 1, Ram's Horn.

Eastern Maine AIDS Network Benefit
Dance, 9 p.m., Dec. 1, Damn Yankee.
Admission fee; canned food donations
accepted. x4031.

Thursday Night at the Bear’s Den with
Open Mike Night, 9 p.m., Dec. 1,
Union. X1734.
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Friday
Maine Bound's
Outdoor Equipment Sale

10 a.m.-4 p.m., Friday, Dec. 2,
Union
Clean your closets. Bring your used
canoes, kayaks, packs, tents, skis,
bikes, climbing gear, clothing,
snowshoes and sleeping bags to
sell on consignment.
For more information,
call Maine Bound, 581-1794.

Acadia Bike Sale, 10 a.m.-4 p.m.,
Dec. 2, FFA Room, Union.
Introduction to Mosaic Netscape, a
CIT workshop, 1:30-3:30 p.m., Dec. 2,
Fogler Library classroom. Registration
required. X1638.

“Genetic Variation of the Lyme
Disease Spirochete and Its Tick
Vector,” by Diane Caporale, part of the
Zoology Seminar Series, 3:10 p.m.,
Dec. 2,102 Murray Hall. x2541.
“Neural Nets,” by Bruce Segee, part
of the Department of Physics and
Astronomy Colloquium Series,
3:10 p.m., Dec. 2,140 Bennett Hall.
X1039.
“Estimation of the Economic Impacts
of Government Intervention in
Agriculture,” by Kellee Livingston, part
of the Department of Resource
Economics and Policy Seminar Series,
3:10 p.m., Dec. 2, second floor class
room, Winslow Hall. x3163.
“Leonardo daVinci vs. Montezuma:
The Role of the Italian Renaissance in
the Conquest of Mexico,” by author
Samuel Edgerton, professor of art
history, Williams College, part of the
Department of Art Visiting Lecture
Series: Art and Technology, 7 p.m.,
Dec. 2, 202 Carnegie Hall. x3252.
Hockey: UMaine vs. Boston
University, 7 p.m., Dec. 2, Alfond
Arena. Admission fee. xBEAR.

Collegiate Chorale Performance, part
of the Music Department performance
season, 8 p.m., Dec. 2,101 Neville
Hall. X1240.
Musical Performance by Machinery
Hall, 8:30 p.m., Dec. 2, Ram's Horn.

Comedy Cafe with Steve Hurley and
Lauren Dombrowski, 9 p.m., Dec. 2,
Damn Yankee. Admission fee. X1734.
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Saturday

James Santerre Junior Recital, offered
by the Music Department, 1 p.m.,
Dec. 3,120 Lord Hall. xl240.
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Ongoing

Events

Athletic Events/Recreation

Exhibits/Demonstrations/Tours

Religious Worship

Dexter Hockey Classic, 7 p.m., Dec. 22-23,
Alfond Arena. Admission fee. xBEAR.

Thunder Bunny and Friends: Cartoons by Lee
Reardon, a Museum of Art exhibit, Dec. 5-

Newman Center/Our Lady of Wisdom Parish
Weekly Liturgy: Sunday, 9:30 a.m. and
6:15 p.m., Newman Center, 11:15 p.m.,
Bangor Lounge, Union; Monday-Thursday,
4:45 p.m., Newman Center. Confessions every
Sunday, 5:30 p.m., Newman Center. 8662155.

Ice Skating, Alfond Sports Arena, noon-1 p.m.,
Monday-Friday; 2-3:30 p.m.. Saturday-Sunday.
Admission fee/skate rentals available. Stick &
Puck. 1:10-2:10 p.m., Monday-Friday.
Admission fee. X1082.

Latti Fitness Center, 6:15-10 p.m., Monday
and Wednesday; 7 a.m.-lO p.m., Tuesday and
Thursday: 6:15 a.m.-8 p.m., Friday; 10 a.m.7 p.m., Saturday; 10 a.m.-9 p.m., Sunday.
Admission fee. xl082.
Swimming, Wallace Pool, 6:45-8 a.m.,
Monday. Wednesday. Friday; 11:45 a.m.1 p.m., Monday-Friday; 6-7 p.m.. Monday-Friday
(children allowed); 9-10 p.m.. Sunday-Thursday
(students only); 10:30 a.m.-noon, and 2:305 p.m.. Saturday (children allowed); 2:305 p.m., Sunday (children allowed). Admission
fee/rec pass. xl082.
Senior Swim, a class for those 55 and older,
10-11 a.m., Monday, Wednesday & Friday.
Registration fee. X1082.

Lacrosse Clubs: Men's practices every
Monday, Wednesday, Thursday, 4 p.m.;
Women's practices every Wednesday, 3 p.m.,
on the new field across from Stillwater
Apartments. All skill levels welcome. X1082.

Conferences/Seminars/Workshops

Jan. 29, Graphics Gallery, Union. x3255.
Susan Groce: Alternative Choices, a Museum
of Art exhibit, through Dec. 30,1938 and
Carnegie Galleries, Carnegie Hall, Hauck
Gallery and Bodwell Dining Area, Maine Center
for the Arts. x3255.

A Different Drum, a Museum of Art exhibit,
through Dec. 30, Hole in the Wall Gallery,
Union. X3255.
“I Live Not Without Beauty”: Plains Indian
Material Culture, a Hudson Museum exhibit,

through April 9, Maine Center for the Arts.
X1901.
His Vision of the People: George Catlin and
Plains Indians, a Hudson Museum exhibit,

through April 9, Maine Center for the Arts.
X1901.

Maine Forest and Logging Museum Leonard's Mills, a water-powered sawmill
community site, open daily 9 a.m.-4 p.m., with
guided tours available, Bradley. 581-2871.

Page Farm and Home Museum open MondayFriday, 10 a.m.-2 p.m. 581-4100.

Hudson Museum open Tuesday-Friday, 9 a.m.4 p.m.; Saturday-Sunday, 11 a.m.-4 p.m.
X1901.
Athletic Mementos and Memorabilia Past and
Present, an M Club-sponsored exhibit.

Memorial Gym Lobby.

Making the Most of the Maine Recruiting
Consortium, a Job Search Workshop offered by
the Career Center, 2:10 p.m., Nov. 29-30.
Chadboume Hall. X1359.

Lyle E. Littlefield Trial Ornamental Garden,
display of more than 2,000 varieties of land
scape plants, Rangeley Road.

Entertainment

Meetings of Groups/Organizations

Opera Scenes Performances, part of the
Music Department performance season,
7:30 p.m., Dec. 2-3, Bangor Lounge and
120 Lord Hall, respectively. X1240.

PEAC meets the first Thursday of the month,
noon, FFA Room, Union. x2456.

The Nutcracker, 7:30 p.m., Dec. 2-3; 2 p.m.

Dec. 3; 3 p.m., Dec. 4, Hutchins Concert Hall.
Admission fee. X1755.
“Christmas Around the World," a Planetarium
show, every Friday at 7 p.m., and every Sunday
at 2 p.m., Dec. 2-23, Wingate Hall. Admission
fee. X1341.
Strictly Ballroom, part of the Roll It Again

Cinema series, noon, Dec. 5; 3 p.m., Dec. 6,
Totman Lounge, Union. xl820.
Women of Troy, part of the Hauck Mainstage

Series, 8 p.m., Dec. 9-10 and Dec. 16-17;
2 p.m., Dec. 11, Dec. 15 and Dec. 18, Hauck
Auditorium. Admission fee. X1773.
Like Water for Chocolate, part of the Roll It

Again Cinema series, noon, Dec. 12; 3 p.m.,
Dec. 13, Totman Lounge, Union. xl820.
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Interdisciplinary Training for Health Care for
Rural Areas Brown Bag Lunch, open staff
meetings held every three weeks - Dec. 12,
Hamm Room, Union. x2591.
Foreign Language Tables: Monday - French;
Tuesday - Russian; Wednesday - German;
Thursday - Spanish; all noon-1 p.m., 207 Little
Hall, x2073.
Maine Peace Action Committee meets every
Tuesday, 4 p.m., Virtue Room, Maples. x3860.
Al-Anon meeting every Thursday, 11 a.m., Old
Town Room, Union. 947-5855.

NTS Coffee Hour every Thursday, 3:15 p.m.,
Commuter Lounge, Union. X1734.

Prisoners of Gender, a gender discussion
group, meets every Friday, 2:15 p.m.. 1912
Room, Union. x3801.

International Students’ Coffee Hour every
Friday, 4 p.m., Damn Yankee. x2905.

Worship and Celebration at the Wilson Center,
followed by a light supper of soup and bread,
every Sunday. 5 p.m., 67 College Ave. 8664227.
Hindu Prayer Meeting, contact Arvind Sharma,
866-0304.

Guided Meditation, offered by Orono Campus
Ministries, every Tuesday, 12:15-1 p.m., Davis
Room, Union. 866-4227.

A Baha’i Preside, every Tuesday, 7 p.m.,
Union. 827-7571.

“A Taste of Home,” home-cooked meal
prepared by local church members, Wilson
Center, every Thursday, 5:30 p.m., 67 College
Ave. $2 donation. 866-4227.
Muslim Prayer every Friday, noon-2 p.m.,
Drummond Chapel. X2790.

Miscellaneous
Holiday Promenade, a mini-mall in the Union.
9 a.m.-5 p.m., Dec. 1-2.
Blood Drive, 11 a.m.-6 p.m., Dec. 5-6, Lown
Room, Union. X1734.
Xi Sigma Pi Annual Christmas Tree
Scholarship Fund Raising Sale, noon-dusk,
Dec. 9; 8 a.m.-dusk, Dec. 10-11, in front of
Nutting Hall. x2854.

Annual Children’s Book Drive to benefit needy
area youngsters. Drop off books wrapped and
designated for a particular age level in the
Dean's Office, College of Education, Shibles
Hall. Deadline: Dec. 16.
Study Abroad Resource Room open 10 a.m.noon and 1-4:30 p.m., Monday, Wednesday
and Friday; 11:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m. and 14:30 p.m., Tuesday and Thursday, third floor,
The Maples.
The Body Shop, a student-run business
offering a variety of personal care products for
sale, sponsored by the UMaine chapter of the
American Marketing Association, every Monday
and Thursday, 9 a.m.-3 p.m., Union. 866-7105.

Maynard F. Jordan Observatory open on clear
nights Friday-Sunday, 8-10 p.m. xl341.
Hayrides at Leonard's Mills, throughout the
month of November, offered by the Maine
Forest and Logging Museum. Call for group
reservations. 947-8838 or 947-8783.

“Native American Material
Culture,” a Hudson Museum
Collectors Workshop by Bobby
Packwood and Tom Wetherall,
10 a.m., Dec. 3, Maine Center for
the Arts. X1901.
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Sunday

Jason Wright Junior Recital, 2 p.m.,
Dec. 4, 120 Lord Hall. X1240.

David Gott Junior Recital, 6 p.m.,
Dec. 4,120 Lord Hall. X1240.

5

Monday

“Women and Sikh Militancy,” by
Cynthia Mahmood, part of the
Women in the Curriculum Lunch
Series, 12:15-1:30 p.m., Dec. 7,
Bangor Lounge, Union. X1228.
“Why IBM Foundered: How to Think
about What Happened, How to
Think about What May Happen,” by
Dick MacKinnon, UMaine
Distinguished Lecturer, Boston
University executive in residence,
State Street Fellow and Trefoil
Corporation Fellow, part of the
Computer Science Department
lecture series, 4:10 p.m., Dec. 7,
100 Neville Hall. x3941.

8

Thursday

“Marine Law and the North Atlantic
Fishery," by Alison Rieser, University
of Maine Law School, part of the
Wildlife Seminar Series, noon,
Dec. 5, 204 Nutting Hall. x2862.

“Birth of Quantum Mechanics,” an
Honors lecture by Robert Lad,
3:10 p.m., Dec. 8,100 Neville Hall.

6

“The Renown of the Brave: Hannah
Arendt, the White Rose Resistance,
and the Holocaust,” by Tracey Stark,
part of the Department of
Philosophy Colloquium Series,
4 p.m., Dec. 8, Levinson Room, the
Maples. x3860.

Tuesday

Word - Charting, a CIT workshop
(intermediate level), 10 a.m.-noon,
Dec. 6, 111 Corbett Business
Building. Advance registration, fee.
X1638.

“Hazardous Chemical Use &
Storage on Campus,” by Victoria
Justus, part of Healthspeak ‘94,
12:20-1:30 p.m., Dec. 6, Bangor
Lounges, Union. x4194.
System 7 & The Finder, a CIT work
shop (intermediate level), 2-4 p.m.,
Dec. 6, 121 Lengyel Hall. Advance
registration, fee. X1638.

University of Maine Jazz Ensemble
Concert, part of the Music
Department performance season,
7 p.m., Dec. 6, Hutchins Concert
Hall. X1240.

Performance by Stomp, part of the
Maine Center for the Arts perfor
mance season, 7 p.m., Dec. 8,
Hutchins Concert Hall. Admission
fee. X1755.

Poetry Slam!, part of the Poetry
Free Zone, 7 p.m., Dec. 8, Books &
Coffee, 98 Center St., Bangor.

Martin Griffiths Graduate Recital,
8 p.m., Dec. 8,120 Lord Hall.
X1240.

Musical Performance by Adam
White, 8:30 p.m., Dec. 8, Ram's
Horn.
Thursday Night at the Bear's Den
with Blizzard of Bucks, 9 p.m.,
Dec. 8, Union. X1734.

9

Friday

Maine Difference Open House for
prospective students, Dec. 9.
X1572.
TGIF with the University of Maine
Jazz Ensemble, 12:10 p.m., Dec. 9,
Bangor Lounge, Union. X1734.

Regional Meeting of the Maine Gerontological Society
The Maine Gerontological Society and the Bachelor of Social Work
Program at the University of Maine at Presque Isle will sponsor the second
regional conference of the Maine Gerontological Society at the Conference
Center on Friday, Dec. 3. The conference. Effective Aging: A Maine-New
Brunswick Conference, is open to anyone who has an interest in the care
of older adults and who wishes to increase their knowledge of elder care.
The presenters include Pat Hine, director of the High Time Program with
the third Age Center, St. Thomas University, Fredericton: Joann Kovacich,
director of the Interdisciplinary Training for Health Care for Rural Areas
Project, UMaine School of Nursing: Susan Lichtman, a clinical psychologist
in private practice in Bangor.
The conference will open for registration at 9:30 a.m. For registration
information or questions, call UMaine alumna Ethelle Ames, Mapleton,

Maine Review Poetry Reading,
8 p.m., Dec. 6, Ram's Horn.

Coffee House with Aubrey Atwater,
8 p.m., Dec. 6, Peabody Lounge,
Union. X1734.
Tree lighting ceremony followed by
Menorah lighting ceremony, Fogler
Library steps and Bangor Lounge,
respectively, Dec. 6.

7

TREE, MENORAH LIGHTING CEREMONIES MARK HOLIDAY SEASON

Tuesday, Dec, 6, 6 p.m.
President and Mrs. Frederick Hutchinson and the Orono Campus
Ministries wish to celebrate the holiday season by inviting the University
community to a tree lighting ceremony on the Fogler Library steps, to be
followed by the President's Reception and the lighting of the Hanukkah
Menorah in the Bangor Lounge, Union. (In case of inclement weather, the
tree lighting ceremony also will be held in the Bangor Lounge.)

Xi Sigma Pi Annual

Christmas Tree Scholarship
Fund Raising Sale

Friday, Dec. 9, noon-dusk
Saturday and Sunday, Dec. 10-11,
8 a.m.-dusk
On the Front Lawn of Nutting Hall.
Hot chocolate and coffee will be
served Saturday and Sunday.

“Retarded Concerted Evolution:
Nuclear Riosomal DNA in
Amelanchier (Rosaceae),” by
Christopher Campbell, part of the
Department of Plant Biology and
Pathology Seminar Series,
1:30 p.m., Dec. 9, 101C Deering
Hall. x2970.

“Field Ion Microscopy Now and
Then,” by Allan Melmed, Johns
Hopkins University, part of the
Department of Physics and
Astronomy Colloquium Series,
3:10 p.m., Dec. 9,140 Bennett Hall.
X1039.
Musical Performance by Memphis
Mafia, 8:30 p.m., Dec. 9, Ram’s
Hom.
Dance featuring the music of DJ
Tommy T, 9 p.m., Dec. 9, Damn
Yankee. Admission fee. xl734.

10

Saturday

Patricia Turcic Junior Recital,
11
a.m., Dec. 10,120 Lord Hall.

Men’s and Women’s Swimming:
UMaine vs. Boston University, noon,
Dec. 10, Wallace Pool. Admission
fee. xBEAR.
Brent Murray Senior Recital, 8 p.m.,
Dec. 10,120 Lord Hall. X1240.

11

Sunday

Performance of the Messiah,
featuring the Oratorio Society and
University Singers, and an
orchestra, part of the Music
Department performance season,
3 p.m., Dec. 11, Hutchins Concert
Hall. X1240.
NTS Family Holiday Party, Dec. 11,
call for information, X1820.

Wednesday

Poetry Reading by Wesley McNair,
the author of My Brother Running
who teaches creative writing at the
University of Maine at Farmington,
offered by the English Department,
part of the Poetry Free Zone series,
noon, Dec. 7, Honors Center.
x3264.

.
Book Drive for Area Youngsters in Need
Children's books for need area youngsters from toddlers to teens are
again being collected by the College of Education. Faculty, staff, students
and friends of the university are encouraged to donate new or used books
in very good condition. They will be distributed at the Orono-Old Town
Kiwanis Annual Christmas Party Dec. 17. Books may be wrapped, desig
nated for a particular age level and brought to the office of Robert Cobb,
Dean of the College of Education, 151 Shibles Hall, by Dec. 16.
'

'
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Monday

“Biopolitics: A Biologist Goes to
Augusta,” by Ray Owen, part of the
Wildlife Seminar Series, noon,
Dec. 12, 204 Nutting Hall. x2862.
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People in Perspective
If you’ve eaten in the Damn Yankee in
the past two decades, chances are you’ve
crossed paths with John Costigan - or at
least benefited from the job that he does.
In the frenzy of the noontime rush in the
popular Memorial Union eatery, it is
Costigan who can be seen crisscrossing
the dining room, keeping a constant vigil
on supplies that run low, dishes that
need clearing, tables that need wiping
and waste containers requiring
emptying.
Chances are, you’ll never know just
how many lunch patrons sat at the table
before you, thanks to Costigan’s dedica
tion to making the dining room as
comfortable as possible for the flood of
customers that pour through its doors
every weekday.
“It just has to do with the way things
should be and should operate,” says
Costigan. “It’s important to me and
important to the customers to see the
place cleaned up as it should be. People
like to come in to a clean environment.
It’s more comfortable.
“It’s a challenge sometimes, but I like
to stay busy. It makes the day go a lot
faster. Actually, my biggest challenge is
washing in the back (kitchen area).”

When not in the dining room,
Costigan is keeping up with the washing
of pots, pans and dishes in the prepara
tion area between the Yankee and Taco
Bell. He has been an important part of
the Damn Yankee’s operation since the
mid-70s, and says it’s the co-workers
and customers who make his job special.
“The people I work with, and my
supervisors like Aaron, Larry and Dan,
are the greatest,” Costigan says. “Many
customers know me and they comment
on the job I do. That means a lot.
“I try to keep the communication
going when I’m in the dining room,” he
says. “I have respect for the customers
and talk to them like family members so
they’ll keep coming back. I get feedback
from them, and who knows, I may lift
their spirits or brighten their day.”
Costigan has worked for the
University for 26 years, beginning in the
kitchen of the Bear’s Den. Last May, he
was recognized at the Employee
Recognition Banquet for a quarter
century of service to UMaine. Whenever
he can, he talks about that special day
in his life, and pulls out a red envelope
with a color picture of him receiving his
anniversary clock from President Fred

Hutchinson. “It’s important to me to
have a picture with the president,”
Costigan says. “It makes me feel very
special. It was a great honor to shake
hands with that man.”

John Costigan

Photo by Damon Kiesow

UNIVERSITY TO OBSERVE WORLD AIDS DAY WITH A VARIETY OF CAMPUS ACTIVITIES
As part of this year’s World AIDS Day celebration, President Fred Hutchinson has
proclaimed Thursday, Dec. 1 as World AIDS Day on campus. This year’s theme is:
“AIDS and Families: Protect and Care for the Ones We Love.” The proclamation is:

Whereas, the global spread of the HIV infection and AIDS necessitates a worldwide
effort to increase communication, education, and preventive action to stop the spread
of HIV/AIDS: and,
Whereas, the World Health Organization has designated Dec. 1 of each year as World
AIDS Day, a day to expand and strengthen the worldwide effort to stop the spread of
HIV/AIDS; and,
Whereas, the World Health Organization now estimates that 17 million people have
been infected with HIV and that around 4 million of them have developed AIDS: and.
Whereas, the American Association for World Health is encouraging a better under
standing of the challenge of HIV/AIDS nationally as it recognizes that the number of
people diagnosed with HIV and AIDS in the U.S. continues to increase, with an esti
mated 1 in 250 Americans currently HIV positive and over 361,164 AIDS cases
reported (as of Dec. 31,1993); and,
Whereas, World AIDS Day provides an opportunity to focus on HIV infection and AIDS,
caring for people with HIV infection and AIDS, and learning about HIV/AIDS; and,

Whereas, World AIDS Day 1994, “AIDS and Families” focuses on how families are
affected by HIV/AIDS, how families can become more effective in both HIV/AIDS
prevention and care, and on how families can contribute to global efforts against
HIV/AIDS;
Now therefore, as President of the University of Maine, I declare Dec. 1 as World AIDS
Day on campus, and urge all students, faculty, and staff to take part in activities and
observances designed to increase awareness and understanding of HIV/AIDS as a
global challenge, to take part in HIV/AIDS prevention activities and programs, and to
join the global effort to prevent the further spread of HIV/AIDS.
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World AIDS Day Schedule of Events

NOV. 30
World AIDS Day Reading,
part of the Poetry Free Zone Series,
noon, Honors Center
DEC. 1
Information Tables, 10 a.m.-2 p.m., Union

"Talking to Children about AIDS and HIV,”
11 a.m., Totman Lounge
“Should HIV Testing be Available on the UMaine
Campus?” 12:15 p.m., Totman Lounge
AIDS Summit:
"Protecting and Caring for the Ones We Love,”
3:30 p.m., Wells Conference Center Lounge

Lights Out and Candlelight Vigil,
5:15 p.m., Fogler Library Steps
Maine Precaution Performance:
“Everything You Thought You Knew About Sex and
Much, Much More.” 8:15 p.m., Damn Yankee
World AIDS Day Dance
to Benefit the Eastern Maine AIDS Network,
9 p.m.. Damn Yankee
:
....
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Tor Love ofLanguage
Amidst the onslaught of verbiage in our lives, Hunting makes us pause to take a breath, to hear the words and to feel
their meaning, based on her conviction that words do more than communicate, that language has a melody and mystery
all its own, that good writing requires no thesauri, and that writers of all ages are on the same literary path but at
different stages.
— anguage is a feast to which everyone is invited,
/
according to Constance Hunting. And at such a
/ J veritable smorgasbord, Hunting not only sets the
literary banquet table but prepares and serves prose and
poetry from which to partake.
Poet and widely published author, owner of one of the
foremost private presses in Maine and founder of a
literary magazine, teacher and mentor to countless
numbers of students through the years, Hunting
continues to make her distinctive mark on the literary
world. She is a champion of language, a true apostle of the
integrity of words, and much of what she has accom
plished - the influence she has brought to bear - through
the years has been in the name of language and litera
ture.
In an information age, Hunting’s dedication to the delib
erateness of language - to create a lyrical artform rather
than just communicate - may seem out of time. Amidst
the onslaught of verbiage in our lives, Hunting makes us
to take a breath, to hear the words and to feel their
meaning, based on her conviction that words do more
than communicate, that language has a melody and
mystery all its own, that good writing requires no
thesauri, and that writers of all ages are on the same
literary path but at different stages.
“I like to look,” says Hunting. “I remember standing for
15 minutes beside a stream in autumn and just watching
the leaves. What a luxury - the color, motion and shapes.
I love looking at the world. That sounds Pollyannaish, but
place and landscape are important to me, just as Maine is
in my work. From the first week after arriving, I was
enchanted to be in this state - the sky, the fight. It’s a
mysterious state in many ways.
“I feel most happy in the 19th or early 20th centuries
because they had such good writers. I feel out of time but I
don’t feel out of place because Maine has a lot of the 19th
century about it.”
A New Englander by birth, Hunting pursued interests
in music and writing from an early age - a communion
that has since come to be her literary signature. Piano
lessons that began at age 7 were a part of her life until
she was in her 20s. Her favorite composer is Schubert
because of his “sweetness and strength.” At age 7, she
also wrote her first poem; it was about a November
sunset.
“That was my track - music, and always reading and
always writing. I used to write in India ink; it was the
blackest and would endure,” Hunting says. “I had a sickly
childhood, and often when I stayed home I would write.
The times when I was convalescing were very creative
times.”

Constance Hunting as painted by Lacey Kellett, UMaine graduate student

“Pursuing a double major (English and music at Brown University), the
two came together. Later, the one thing that slowed the music was having
children,” she says. “You can’t practice 4-6 hours a day, but you can write in
your head. Children go to bed early when they’re young, and then they go to
school. All the time they were growing up, I never said, “Don’t bother me,
I’m writing.’ When my daughter was 20, she asked me, “When did you do
your work?’ But there is never a time that I’m away from the writing. It’s
always in the back of my head.”
Throughout her life, Hunting read a lot of fiction, but it was the poetry
that struck a chord. “It had to do with the chimes of the sound,” she says.
“My poetry is very musical, people say. Playing with that sound is the core
of my work, but I doubt it would be the poetry that it is without the music
and its composition - the repetition, the themes, the sound, transition of
keys. Some people think poetry is the communication of ideas. I regard it as
continued on page 11
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UMaine Production of Messiah
to Showcase Top Performers
in a Yuletide Celebration
The Department of Music will present a yuletide performance
of Handel’s Messiah at the University of Maine featuring two of
the state’s leading choral groups, an orchestra comprised of some
of Maine’s most distinguished musicians, including UMaine
faculty, and the soloist talents of four nationally recognized vocal
ists.
“This is a holiday offering and a celebration of the season,”
according to Ludlow Hallman, chair of the Music Department
and director for the upcoming performance of Messiah, as
arranged by Mozart. “Messiah is the most popular choral and
orchestral work in the English language, and is particularly
interesting because it has spoken to many generations of musi
cians and audiences.
“This is one of the real treasures of Western culture,” Hallman
added. “Like the Brahm’s Requiem performed last spring on
campus, to get to know Messiah by performing it makes it a part
of your life. There will be people in the chorus for Messiah who
have known this piece all their lives, and there are others who
will be getting to know it for the first time. You’ll really see one
generation passing on the tradition, beauty and love for this
work to another generation, and that experience is important to
people.”
continued on page 13
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The agenda for the Wednesday, Nov. 30 meeting of Faculty Senate will
include consideration of the following:
▼ A resolution on athletics at the University of Maine.
▼ A proposed revision in the course repeat policy.
▼ A recommendation regarding scheduling classes on Veteran's Day
and Martin Luther King Jr. Day.
▼ A recommendation regarding review and approval of
interdisciplinary courses and programs.
▼ A resolution on the Educational Network of Maine.

A special meeting of the Faculty Senate is scheduled for Wednesday,
Dec. 14, 3:15 p.m., Lown Rooms, Union, to consider resolutions regarding
elimination of associate degree programs from the University of Maine,
and the transfer of University College to the Community College of Maine.

REMINDER: The deadline for receipt of applications for the Summer
Faculty Research Fund Award is Dec. 12. This award provides $5,000
for faculty summer salaries for a minimum of 1.5 months research
effort. Approximately $80,000 is available; 16 awards are expected to
be made.
The purpose of these funds is to stimulate and assist individual
members of the faculty to initiate or redirect research or studies of a
scholarly nature. Eligibility is limited to tenure-track and full-time
nontenure-track faculty with an on-going appointment for which research
is an expected component. Faculty are eligible to receive this award only
every three years. Proposals will not be considered from individuals with
delinquent reports from previous Faculty Research Funds Awards.
The Faculty Research Funds Committee includes faculty from each of
the eight colleges within the University of Maine. Consequently, the
proposal must be written so that it can be understood by faculty in a
wide range of disciplines. The Committee urges interested faculty to
request application packages early and to follow the instructions closely.
Applications are available in the Offices of the Deans and in the
Office of Research and Sponsored Programs, X1498.
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To the University of Maine Community:

I want to take this opportunity to thank the many people who rushed to offer
assistance during and after the Nov. 12 fire in Somerset Hall. This was a very
serious situation involving the health and safety of students. Within minutes,
their needs were being met and plans for their relocation and support were
under way.
The quick, decisive action and hard work of dozens of people in Campus
Living, and the campus and local communities in this crisis were remarkable and
heartening. We are fortunate no one was hurt and all systems worked effectively
and appropriately. Students left the building quickly, the alarm systems func
tioned accurately, staff support was outstanding. The Orono Pre Department did
an incredible job in responding to this fire, putting it out quickly while minimizing
fire and water damage.
The instances of sensitive responses are too abundant to list in a limited
space, but I would like to share a few examples of how Campus Uvlng staff and
other community members worked to help students through this ordeal.
▼ Somerset Hall staff quickly evaluated the situation, responded appropri
ately and began a round-the-clock stint to help students deal with the frustra
tions, anger, fear and worry over being uprooted from their homes. Special
thanks go to Karen Thompson, Somerset Hall RD, who provided excellent leader
ship for the displaced students. She effectively set a tone that enabled RAs and
others to put things back together positive and quickly.
▼ Hancock Hall staff quickly readied space to accommodate residents of
Somerset Hall. Guests with reservations were notified as quickly as possible that
space would not be available. The staff did an excellent job of accommodating
displaced Somerset residents, some of whom are expected to stay through the
end of the fall semester. Balentine Hall was also used to house female students
and Lengyel Gym housed about a dozen students that Saturday evening. Many
students stayed with friends or went home.
▼ Oscar Emerson and housekeeping staff from around the campus worked
long, hard hours cleaning up, readying space and enabling residents in other
sections of the building to return to their rooms as soon as possible. Campus
Living custodial staff also assisted the residents in putting back their belongings.
▼ Barbara Smith, assistant director for East & West Campus, was the central
Campus Living person assisting the numerous staff members and volunteers
with the massive number of details and decisions required to pull everything
together. Her composure and concentration set the pace and the tone for solid
decisions in dealing with student needs.
▼ Victoria Justus, director of University Environmental Health and Safety, did
an outstanding job attending to details and helping to direct our understanding of
major safety issues. She was there from beginning to end providing round-theclock support.
▼ UVAC, the University student volunteer ambulance corps, was very respon
sive and prepared to assist students on-the-spot throughout the process.
▼ Mike Morin and some of his student technicians worked hard to restore our
campus cable system. This was no easy task, as the satellite dishes
for the system are located on the roof of Somerset Hall. Thanks to their ener
gies, the cable system was only down for a few hours on Saturday. It Is an
essential communication tool during such crises. Mike wears many hats in the
Department, and without his help during this crisis many items may not have
been taken care of so quickly.
▼ The American Red Cross offered assistance in staffing Lengyel Gym,
providing rides to local stores, clothing items, money and other types of assis
tance. it is always ready and eager to provide support for students.
▼ Staff from Cutler Health Center and the Counseling Center were on site
and offered medical and psychological assistance. Of particular mention is Muffy
Eastman from the Health Impact Group, who offered valuable assistance during
long hours throughout the weekend.
The list of University and community people whose response and efforts were
crucial to getting through this crisis could go on and on. Many people gave freely
of their time and energy regardless of their role or the job to be done. Situations
like this are very challenging to students and staff. While I am sure all of our
community will be offering students our support, I want to remind you to extend
your concern and support to staff also. Whether they are resident assistants,
office staff, nurses, custodial workers, fire fighters or whoever, they have worked
and continue to work long hours providing the support needed in this situation.
While doing so they must continue to do their normal jobs. Stress mounts,
tensions flair and energy starts to wane.
It is clear in reviewing the situation that there are many individuals who
deserve credit, and their contributions did not go unnoticed. The “can do" atti
tude and approach of these folks made the Somerset fire ordeal much more
bearable and succeeded in helping at least some of the Somerset residents
resume their lives as normally as possible. A sincere thanks to all who pitched in
and helped during this difficult time.

Sincerely,
Scott Anchors, Director of Campus Living

Professor of Spanish Kathleen
March: “O que e a critica liter
aria feminista: Unha perspectiva norteamericana,” Festa da
palabra silenciada, 10 (1994)
pp. 72-75. In the same journal,
there is a translation of an
article on Audre Lorde, by
Kristina Passman, associate
professor of classics. The trans
lation is from English to
Galician and includes poems
by Lorde.

Martin Stokes, associate
professor of animal, veterinary
and aquatic sciences, and
Jichim Chen, recent doctoral
graduate of food and nutrition
sciences: “Effects of an
Enzyme-Inoculant Mixture on
the Course of Fermentation of
Com Silage,” J. Dairy Science,
77:3401-3409 (November
1994).
L. Rustad, applied ecology
and environmental sciences, J.
Kahl and S. Norton, geolog
ical sciences, and I.
Fernandez, applied ecology
and environmental sciences:
“Underestimation of Dry
Deposition by Throughfall in
Mixed Northern Hardwood
Forests,” Journal of Hydrology,
Vol. 162, pp. 319-36 (1994).

David Smith (MAES, IQS,
HTY) and Judy Barrett
Litoff, (Ph.D. 1975): “Gender,
War, and Imagined
Geographies: United States
Women and the ‘Far-Flung’
Fronts of World War II,”
chapter 6, pp. 121-37, in
Writing Women and Space:
Colonial and Postcolonial
Geographies, Guilford Press,
London and New York (1994).
This is volume one of six
volumes in the series
Mappings: Society, Theory and
Space, eds, Michael Dear,
Derek Gregory and Nigel
Thrift.

VOLUMES
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Recent Works by University of Maine Authors

The Tancook Schooners:
An Island and Its Boats
by Wayne O’Leary
(McGill-Queen’s University Press, 1994)

The Tancook Schooners recounts the
history of a remarkable, yet neglected
Atlantic Canadian watercraft. The “little
Bluenoses” as they were called, formed the
backbone of Nova Scotia’s inshore fisheries
and short-run coastal trade in the early 20th
century. The book also records the story of a unique, although in
many ways typical, Maritime coastal community on the brink of
the modem industrial age.
Wayne O’Leary, a research associate in the Department of
History, provides detailed descriptions of how the schooners were
conceived and perfected, while painting a vivid picture of life on
Tancook from the late 18th century into the 20th century.
O’Leary shows how national and international developments
affected the lives of the Tancook Islanders, and the character and
uses of the vessel for which they became famous. He includes
many stories about individual builders and a wealth of
photographs and drawings.
The Tancook Schooners is O’Leary’s first book. He is the author
of numerous scholarly articles on maritime history.
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Western Actor, Miner,
and Law Officer

For the eleventh consecutive year, the University of Maine's Peer Tutors
attended and presented at the National Conference on Peer Tutoring in
Writing, held this year in Birmingham, Nov. 11-13. What makes this confer
ence urique is that the primary contributors and presenters are undergrad
uate students. Sponsored by the University of Montevallo, the conference's
theme was: "Building Life Skills Through Collaboration/Communication."
UMaine tutors presented a workshop: “Captured by the Enemy:
Negotiating a Way Out of the Collaborative Environment," in which partici
pants examined the duel definition of collaboration, the implications it
holds for tutoring, and the tie to life skills. Pictured front row, left to right,
undergraduate peer writing tutor Pat Meyers and Writing Center Director
Mary Bartosenski; back row, left to right, undergraduate tutor Bill Todd,
graduate tutor Jason Pierce and undergraduate tutor Laura Rizkalla.

Arthur Hill;
Western Actor, Miner and Latv Officer
By John Moring
(Sunflower University Press,
Manhattan, Kansas, 1994)

Arthur Hill: Western Actor, Miner and
Law Officer, is the culmination of almost
two decades of research about the life and
times of Arthur Hill, the great-grandfather
of the book’s author, John Moring, professor
of zoology.
Hill was what old-timers in the West described as “notional” —
he was hard-working and intelligent, but did things as the idea or
notion struck him. He moved on to new jobs, new challenges, and
new careers, drifting with the tides and history. He plunged
“headfirst into life.”
Before the “notional period” of Hill’s life was over, he travelled
to Alaska during the 1898 gold rush, was an actor and play
wright throughout the West, mined gold and copper in Arizona,
and served as a Depression-era police chief in San Diego. That’s
not to mention the fact that he studied law in California, met
frontier legends like Wyatt Earp and was witness to the era when
the Old West of the 19th century was drawing to a close.
“Because of his notional nature,” Moring writes, “he became a
witness to some of the more fascinating events of Western
history.”
Arthur Hill is the first book for Moring, who as a researcher
and writer, has authored more than 115 book chapters and arti
cles in professional journals and conference proceedings.

There are two issues of Maine Perspective
remaining this semester: Dec. 2 and Dec. 9.

Photo by Damon Kiesow
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1995 PUBLIC SERVICE FUND
AWARDS COMPETITION WINNERS

Jasmine's Annual 5K Roadrace raised $500 this fall to benefit Upward
Bound’s Tin Can Scholarship Fund for college-bound high school students.
From left, owners of the Orono restaurant, David Pickering and Blanca
Wales-Pickering, along with daughter Brianna, present the proceeds to
Upward Bound staff members Allyson Lowell and Alan Parks.
Photo by Damon Kiesow

Look \Nho’s On Campus
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Samuel Edgerton, professor of art history, Williams College,
will speak Dec. 2 on: “Leonardo daVinci vs. Montezuma: The
Role of the Italian Renaissance in the Conquest of Mexico.”
Edgerton is the well-known author of such books as The
Heritage of Giotto’s Geometry: Art and Science on the Eve of the
Scientific Revolution, and 77re Renaissance Rediscovery of
Linear Perspective.

The University of Maine Parking Office

will be closed theweek between Christmas and New Year’s Day.
The Office will close at 5 p.m., Dec. 23.

The Campus Living Advisory Committee is in the process of reviewing
lifestyle proposals for the 1995-96 academic year. Current lifestyles
include: smoke free, chem free and engineering students. Campus
Living is interested in any ideas or proposals for the theme or common
interest for a residence hall community. Students, faculty and staff inter
ested in suggesting a type of lifestyle program in the halls are encour
aged to contact Barbara Smith, Chair, Campus Living Advisory
Committee, Campus Living, East & West Campus, x4801.

Employee Assistance Program Services Available
The Employee Assistance Program (EAP) provides free, professional
consultation, problem assessment, referral when appropriate, and
monitoring of client progress services for all active and retired faculty
and staff, and their immediate family members who have personal or
work-related concerns. This confidential resource assists employees
with a wide range of issues.
Confidentiality is the most critical component of EAP. All contacts
are strictly confidential. No information, including participation in EAP,
is disclosed without written authorization from the client. The office is
open Monday-Friday, 8 a.m.-4:30 p.m. An appointment can be made
by calling 581-4014.
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Judith Bailey, vice president for Research and Public Service, and the
1994-95 Public Service Awards Committee are pleased to announce the
recipients of this year’s $20,000 Public Service Fund Awards in support
of public service projects of University of Maine faculty and profes
sionals.
In reviewing proposals and selecting recipients, the Committee
considers the social relevance of the project to the targeted audience in
Maine; the potential of the project to broaden the diversity of audience
reached by the University’s public service functions; the value of the
project to the public service function of the University; the quality of the
presentation; the training and experience of the applicant; and the
adequacy of available facilities and requested funding to complete the
project.
The Public Service Awards Committee members are: John Kingston
Ford, George Hayes, Richard Judd, Alan Kezis, David Lambert,
Constance Perry, and Gail Werrbach—second year committee members;
Michael Greenwood, Jean Lavigne, Kathyrn Olmstead, Robert Roper and
Calvin Walker—first year committee members; Suzanne Estler and
Kathleen Stoll—ex-officio members.
The funded projects reflect a broad range of public service activities
from a variety of disciplines:
Principal Investigators and Public Service Project Funded:
Mary Bird - "Penobscot Riverkeepers 2000”
Bruce Segee and Lucille Zeph - “A Modular Assistive Device for
Children with Disabilities"
J. Steve Kahl and Nick Houtman - “Technical Assistance to the Pushaw
Lake Association”
Kathleen March - “Consultant for Foreign Language Teaching and
Multiculturalism in Maine Schools”
Steve Craig - “Encouraging the Use of Computer Assisted Journalism in
Rural Maine Weekly Newspapers”

COMBINED CHARITABLE APPEAL

GG(AL

FOR UNIVERSITY EMPLOYEES

“I -$71,000
-$47,658

We are at 67% of our CCAUE
goal as of Nov. 14.

REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS
The Water Resources Program is soliciting faculty proposals for its FY-95
USGS Water Institute Program. Proposals are sought for research
projects addressing the program priorities below. Work on projects in the
program begins June 1,1995 and terminates on May 31,1996.
Funding is contingent upon availability of appropriated federal funds, with
a requirement of approximately 1.6 dollars in cost-sharing for each
federal dollar requested. Applicants must submit names and telephone
numbers of at least six potential peer reviewers to 11 Coburn Hall along
with the title and a one-page synopsis of the proposed project, including
a preliminary summary of the budget, no later than Dec.l. Full proposals
are due by noon, Dec. 30. Proposal and budget preparation guidelines
must be obtained from the program office, X1490.
Research Topics:
▼ Occurrence and fate of toxic chemicals in Maine’s environment
▼ Effectiveness of land use strategies for protecting water quality
▼ Contamination and movement of groundwater
▼ Economic impacts of water quality regulations
▼ Allocating uses and protecting water quality under multi-use
watershed management
Other topics pertinent to water resources in Maine will be considered.

Hunting

continued from page 7

a much higher example of the possibilities of the human being than
simple communication. If you want to communicate, send a memo.
“Language is a mystery. How you know when something is right,
I can’t tell you. Part of the mystery of language is the cluster of
resonance that surrounds a certain word like an aura. Some people
use thesauri and think synonyms are equal, and as a result, they
are attempting to communicate rather than to make something.”
By 1960, Hunting’s first adult poem was published, and by the
end of that decade, her first book of poems. But the “milestones in
poetry are the people who teach you,” she says. “They are not neces
sarily professors, but those who make you say, ‘Oh, I see,’ when you
read them. For me, those people included Wordsworth,
Shakespeare, of course, and the romantics generally; and T.S. Ehot,
Robert Lowell, Elizabeth Bishop. But Virginia Woolf was the
highest for me with her prose, criticism, novels, diaries. My mind
never fails to be stimulated by her cast of mind - the recognition
factor - or wishful thinking. I started reading her when I was 17.1
recognize in her a unique brilliance of mind, almost phosphores
cent. She also makes it seem so easy while, at the same time, so
many things are going on in the work - a lot of simultaneous
mental action.”
“In my writing, I wanted to clear my mind so I could be like
that,” Hunting says. “I concentrated, not letting anything in that
was not what I call ‘the only word’ - no easy phrases unless they’re
the right ones, no dipping into the basket of cliches. All that makes
me a slow writer. In some ways, it’s like listening to the oracle. You
wait and some words come up from the well. It is not a journal but
a mysterious process. It’s an exploration.”
If you read a great deal - and you do to learn, she says, it all
comes back to the language. “I began as a citizen of the current
poetic world. I sent out a lot of poems and got published, but the
writing itself becomes more and more of a challenge - have I used
that phrase before? I don’t want to be lazy. Every poem is a story,
some more overtly than others. For 10 years, I wrote only long
poems, giving myself more time to explore. I tend to keep my life
overtly out of my poetry. I’m rather reticent yet I hope the reader
has the sense of a real story underneath.”
Hunting’s first book was published by Scribners in 1969. “The
royalties were hot in my pocket,” she remembers. “I told myself I’d
redecorate some rooms of the house. But I’d always been interested
in small presses like Woolfs in London, and those of the ‘20s. Then
one day a book came into my hands in the library stacks about
presses. I sat on the floor and read it. After that, I would wake up
every morning thinking, ‘How can I start a press?’ People told me,
You’re crazy,’ and that just reinforced the idea.
“I started the Press here in Maine in 1971, Puckerbrush Review
in 1978.1 owe Maine a great deal in that it allowed me to try
things. Even the name, Puckerbrush, is a Maine term. One day I
was leaving the (English) Department to go home and one of the
faculty members said, “back to the puckerbrush,’ the new growth.
And that is what I do. The Press fills a great interest in my fife. I
love words and language. I like to read stories and poems, and I
know certain things need to be in print. These will never be best
sellers. But when you have a small press with an active backlist,
you keep your inventory and authors know going to be around for a
while.”
Hunting knows some of the authors she publishes through
Puckerbrush Press, and more she does not. She publishes only a
fraction of her own work “and that’s the way I want it,” she says.
Being in Maine, many of the Press’s titles have state roots, but the
listing is not exclusive “because Maine is in the world.” The yard
stick she uses to judge a work publishable by Puckerbrush is in
keeping with her philosophy behind all good literature.

“I look for writing that’s clear but fresh, that is at once new and
recognizable,” she says. “It has to do with the surprise, and the
feeling of‘oh, yes.’ I get 35-40 submissions a month. I have a big
picnic hamper that I keep them in, and know when the stack gets
to the top that it’s time to take a weekend to read. If you want mail,
start a small press.”
Hunting characterizes a private press like hers as “a pleasant
little fillip in the literary world. But for me, it’s a kind of a
missionary thing, opening up language to people. Next year, I will
be putting out Patricia Ranzoni’s first book of poems, and also
putting out another volume of Lee Sharkey poems with photos
taken in the ghettos during World War II. These two are as
different as A and Z, but they are concerned with language - a
language that ideally changes readers’ lives. It’s a happy endeavor.
Language is a feast - everybody come.”
Hunting has been teaching English full time at UMaine since
1978 - an activity in keeping with her advocacy and love of
language. “Teaching, reading poetry, creative writing with students
are part of experiencing the whole spectrum,” she says. “I love to
get people who are starting on this amazing path. It’s a path that
goes higher and higher until the oxygen is thin. We are all at
different places along that path, all doing the same thing, but some
of us are just farther along. And it’s good to realize that we’re not at
the top yet.”
The journey’s goal is “to find out what language is all about,” says
Hunting, associate professor of English. “When you have students
and see that first light in the eyes when they’re talking about a
word with connotations, it’s rather thrilling. Students find a
freedom of approach in that, no matter how many times I’ve read a
particular poem, it seems new to me too. I can’t teach the same
poem in the same way twice. My notes are not yellowed in that I
have no notes. I have the source - the poem. When students see the
teacher thinking right there with them, they realize it’s alive. I am
drawing out what’s there. You can ask the simplest question and
what comes is the gradual lighting in the eyes.”
In the past 20 years, Hunting's literary career in publishing and
being published has catapulted. The 1980s was an era in which
“many strands and interests, and a lot of luck” came together in her
life. “The May Sarton books I was fortunate enough to do for the
press (.Letters to May by Eleanor Mabel Sarton; A Celebration for
May Sarton, essays edited by Hunting; and Writings on Writing,
essays by May Sarton) formed the underpinnings. It was also a
prolific era for writing. A lot was happening.”
By 1991, with the publication of The Myth of Horizon, a selection
of new and existing poems, Hunting was in the international spot
light, with invitations to conduct workshops and give readings from
Manhattan to England. Her newest book, a translation of Floris
Delattre’s The Psychological Novel of Virginia Woolf has just been
published by Puckerbrush, not only adding to the English scholar
ship base but retrieving a work written in French in 1932 that is
considered a pioneer study of Woolfs work.
“I love the life and being here,” says Hunting of her career. “What
better life than reading and writing all day, talking to interesting
people. There’s a lot of luck involved but there’s also a lot of perse
verance and not taking no for an answer on a poem or story. Talent
is everywhere. What it’s all about is the perseverance, chance,
acquaintances with people, friendships, taking pleasure where you
can, especially in your work.
“I just don’t want to miss anything and think later, ‘I wish I had
tried that.’ I don’t want to ever feel that. I’ve found if I say yes to
things, my life is happier. I see my life as a crystal - multifaceted so that when you hold it up to the light, you see different
patterns.” ▲
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Kristin Sobolik, assistant
professor of anthropology and
quaternary studies, presented
a paper: “Excavations at Boot
Vista Shelter, Big Bend
National Park,” at the 65th
Annual Texas Archaeology
Society Conference in
Lubbock, Nov. 4-6.

Canadian Collection Librarian
Elizabeth Beattie and
Department of History
doctoral students Matthew
Hatvany and Deborah
Stiles attended a conference
on Global Efficiency, Regional
Integrity, and Cultural
Identity in Atlantic Canada at
Saint Mary’s University,
Halifax, Nov. 4-5. Papers
presented were: “Female
Outmigration and Capitalist
Development in the
Maritimes, 1870-1930: Some
Reflections,” by Beattie; “The
Myth of the Golden Age and
the Commercial Reality:
Farms and Markets in Early
Prince Edward Island, 181548,” by Hatvany; and
“Patriotic and Personal:
Revolution to a Global Agenda
by the Editor of Butler’s
Journal, 1871-1915,” by Stiles.

Jack Witham, assistant
scientist of wildlife ecology,
presented a paper: “GIS to
Facilitate Bird Territory
Mapping,” to a GIS
Symposium at the Wildlife
Society First Annual
Conference, Albuquerque,
Sept. 23.
Malcolm Hunter, Libra
Professor of Conservation
Biology, presented a paper:
“Alternatives for Managing
Lands of Low Productivity,” at
a meeting of the Texas
Forestry Association, San
Antonio, Oct. 14. Hunter also
gave a talk: “A Trial Approach
to Landuse Allocation,” to the
Department of Forest Science,
Texas A&M University,
College Station, Texas,
Oct. 10.
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Martin Stokes, associate
professor of animal, veterinary
and aquatic sciences, hosted
part of a Finnfeeds
International Ltd,.U.S-study
tour, Nov. 3-4. Sixteen dairy
farmers, business managers,
agricultural distributors, agri
cultural industry research
directors and university
professors from the United
Kingdom, the Czech Republic,
the Slovak Republic, Poland,
Italy, Slovenia, and Finland
visited Cornell University and
the UMaine to learn about the
dairy industry in the north
eastern U.S. and to observe
and to discuss recent silage
additive research. They also
visited Alfaslopes Farm,
Charleston, owned by Don
and Jill Perkins, one of the
leading dairy farms in
Penobscot County.

Terry Haines, professor of
zoology, and Craig Stafford,
graduate assistant, attended
the Society of Environmental
Tbxicology and Chemistry
Meeting in Denver, Oct. 30Nov. 3. Haines presented the
paper: “Atmospheric
Deposition and Movement of
Mercury in Small Stream
Watersheds in Maine,” co
authored by Cathryn Abbott,
Department of Zoology.
Stafford presented the paper:
“Mercury Concentrations in
Predatory Fishes from Maine
Lakes,” co-authored by
Haines.

Professor Dennis Cox, music,
led a seminar on leadership
styles for University of
Colorado doctoral students
and faculty in choral music
Oct 28-29. The event was a
part of the 33rd Annual
Madrigal Festival in Boulder.
Cox also served as the guest
conductor for the 450-voice
festival choir.

University of Maine President Fred Hutchinson was honored earlier this
month with the 1994 Big "M" Award from the Maine State Society of
Washington, D.C. The Award, first established in the 1960s, recognizes
Maine people, or people with Maine connections for: outstanding contribu
tions, service and devotion to Maine and its citizens, and to the state's
continuing role in the affairs of the nation; for attaining the highest level of
achievement in the recipient's profession; or for exemplifying the finest
attributes of a concerned citizen who has been involved in state or national
affairs, projects or programs. The 1993 recipients of the Award were
Caspar and Jane Weinberger. Hutchinson received a Big “M" Award “in
recognition of his dedicated service and outstanding leadership as
President." Hutchinson's daughter received the Award, a plaque and book
of congratulatory letters, on behalf of her father, who was recovering from
heart surgery at the time of the ceremony.
Photo by Damon Kiesow

Philip Stack, manager of the
MAFES Roger Clapp
Greenhouses and graduate
student in entomology,
Department of Applied
Ecology and Environmental
Sciences, presented a paper:
“Blue Light Effects on
Dendranthema grandiflora
and Onus insidiosus Implications for Biocontrol of
Frankliniella occidentalis,” at
the Cornell Greenhouse IPM
Workshop, Cornell University,
July 21-22. In addition, Stack
presented a poster, co
authored by Francis
Drummond, associate
professor of entomology,
Department of Applied
Ecology and Environmental
Sciences: “Challenges in
Implementing a Bio-intensive
IPM Program in Diverse-crop
Greenhouses,” at the annual
meeting of the American
Society for Horticultural
Science, Oregon State
University, Corvallis, Ore.,
Aug. 7-10.

Oct. 28-29, over 500 lobster
industry members from
Australia, Ireland, Belgium,
the U.K, India, Japan,
Canada, and the U.S. met in
Portland for the Second
International Lobster
Congress. At an awards
banquet, four lobster industry
leaders received awards for
their outstanding contributions
to the industry. They included
lobster researcher Bob
Steneck, Oceanography
Department, who received the
Lobster Science Award.
Steneck was nominated by the
industry for “all the work he
has done on lobster research,
the endless hours he spent in
planning meetings on Lobster
Amendment #5 and at
industry seminars, for
supporting the industry at
New England Fishery
Management Council meet
ings, and for defending the
industry at scientific meetings.

Mitchell

continued from page 2

Mitchell’s role on campus has been one of advisor and coun
selor to all Native American students and to many other minority
students.
He lobbies both at the University, and at the state and local
levels to ensure the attention and resources his students need are
available to them, and helps open doors for students who
wouldn’t otherwise think it possible to pursue higher education
after high school.
Mitchell was the driving force behind the establishment of the
new Wabanaki Center. He also presently is the consultant on
Native Affairs with all seven university campuses in the System,
and assists the Maine technical colleges. In addition, Mitchell is
making it possible for the Passamaquoddy language to be taught
on campus and for non-traditional students to come from many
areas to take advantage of this opportunity.
In closing, the FAME award citation noted that Mitchell is “an
educator, a diplomat, an advisor, a counselor, a consultant, a

AAUW

continued from page 2

For many years, members have held annual food and book
sales to support scholarships for local high school students, and
they contribute regularly to the national and international
AAUW scholarship programs. Members also participated in
scrap metal and blood drives during WWII, and joined with
Kiwanis to start a school lunch program in Orono schools in
1942.
The Orono-Old Town branch, which just celebrated its 70th
anniversary, is the first and only branch in Maine to be awarded
five-star status by national headquarters for participation in
community and national activities. Membership in recent years
has greatly increased and now includes nearly 100 women from
several communities in the area. ▲

VOICE
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA

Volunteers In Community Efforts
The following is a list of recent community service and volunteer activities by
UMaine students, many of them coordinated and facilitated by VOICE, a
program of the Student Activities and Organizations Office, a Student
Services Division. VOICE (Volunteers in Community Efforts) promotes volun
teerism, acting as a clearinghouse for students, faculty, staff and commu
nity members interested in making a difference in the local community. The
list includes organizations that are still looking for volunteers from the
University community. For more information, call VOICE, 581-1796.

▼ A special thank you is extended to the many members of the campus
community who made the Fast Day benefiting United Way such a success.
They include Phi Kappa, Delta Zeta, All Maine Women, Sophomore Owls and
APO members, as well as VOICE staffers Deb McKechnie and Amy
Henderson, who coordinated this year’s project.
▼ A clothing drive now on campus will benefit area shelters. Collection
boxes can be found in the residence halls, dining commons and the Union.
▼ Anyone interested in learning more about Red Cross Disaster Relief
Training can call the VOICE office, 581-1796.
▼ The local Red Cross chapter is in need of volunteers to help with their
phon-a-thon, Nov. 28-Dec. 2, from 5:30-8:30 p.m.

▼ Habitat for Humanity is looking for volunteers. Why not break away during
spring break and help build a dream for others in need?
▼ Eastern Maine Medical Center is looking for volunteers to help in the pedi
atric wing where even Bananas will be signing up to lend a hand in a cere
mony Nov. 22.

director, an honest and caring man, and perhaps most of all, a
role model. His influence has gone beyond race and culture,
beyond his profession to reach those who don’t know they can and
to help them do. The numbers of Native American students who
graduate from college have increased dramatically, more and
more students are pursuing graduate and professional degrees.
Much of this can be traced directly to Ted’s influence. Ted
Mitchell knows and believes in the value of the individual, and he
makes higher education a personal experience for those students
with whom he comes in contact. He truly has made, and is
making, a positive difference.” A

Messiah

continued from page 8

UMaine’s production of Messiah, to be performed in English, is
“a collaborative effort with many people lending their energy and
support to make it happen,” Hallman said. The University
Singers and Oratorio Society, under the direction of Music
Professor Dermis Cox, will command the Hutchins Concert Hall
stage for the Dec. 11 performance in what will be the first
presentation of the classic masterpiece in its entirety on campus
in recent history. The orchestra will draw members from
throughout the state and the Music Department faculty,
including Anatole Wieck, associate professor of music, as concert
master.
Soloists for the performance will be two UMaine artists soprano Nancy Ogle, associate professor of music, and tenor
Francis Vogt, an instructor of studio voice. The mezzo-soprano
for the performance is Malin Fritz of New York City.
The soloists will be joined on stage by award-winning baritone
William Riley of New York City, who has not only garnered
national and international renowned for his talents, but has
been in the spotlight for his work in voice training and research.
Riley is among the leading experts in the field of voice and
singing techniques in remediation of voice disorders. He is a
consultant to the White House and the Metropolitan Opera, and
has received public acclaim for his rehabilitation work with such
national figures as Ben Vereen and President Clinton.
Production of Messiah was made possible with funding in part
by the Cultural Affairs /Distinguished Lecture Series
Committee, the Arthur R. Lord Trust and the Class of 1934
Fund, and by the Patrons of the Arts. Tickets for the 3 p.m.
performance are available by calling the Maine Center for the
Arts box office, 581-1755.
Messiah was composed in a 24-day period by Handel in 1742
in Dublin. By this time, Handel was already world renowned,
and while not considered a “religious composer,” his work was
cited as an outstanding example of devotional art as well as a
masterpiece because of its “power, lyricism, sincerity and profun
dity.”
Almost half a century later, Mozart was commissioned to
“rework” the Messiah, with the new arrangement receiving its
first performance in 1789. Although the edited version includes
classic Mozart orchestration different from that of Handel’s orig
inal score, only modest cuts or changes were made. Mozart’s
edition was written in German.
“It’s amazing that the original work is more than 250 years old
and still such a hit,” said Hallman. “It has become a piece
connected with the Christmas season, although much of the text
is more Easter-related. Handel was an opera composer and
dramatist. The text and music in the work are in a dramatic
flow, and it is good for performers and audiences who tradition
ally know pieces of the work like the Hallelujah chorus to see it
in full context.” A
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TRUCK: 1986 Ford Ranger with recent

professionally rebuilt 4 cyl. engine. Also
has 4 new tires, battery, and good clutch
assembly. Solid Body. AM/FM cassette.
Asking $2,900. Call 394-2217 evenings.
WREATHS: Celebrate the holiday season

Maine Perspective classified ads are
published weekly and are free to faculty,
staff and students at the University of
Maine. Ads must be typewritten and
include a telephone number. They will be
published one week only unless other
wise specified. Send ads to: Maine
Perspective Classifieds, Public Affairs.
Ads must be received by 9 a.m. the
Friday before they are to appear in the
next week's issue.
FOR SALE
AUTOMOBILE: 1986 Saab 900, blue, 5-

speed, 164K miles, runs great, new tires
and brakes, $2,000 or BO. Call 8664530.
AUTOMOBILE: 1987 Oldsmobile Firenza,

2-door automatic. Needs some body work
but runs good. Asking $1,000. Call 8664732.
CHRISTMAS TREE: 7' Norway tree, used

Christmas 1993 only. Excellent condition.
Asking $50. Call 843-5064 evenings.
CHRISTMAS TREES: Premium grade

Balsam fir trees. 5-7 feet. Shipped UPS
to any continental state. Orders taken
through Dec. 5. Call Anne. 581-2775.
COMPUTER: Macintosh SE/20.1 meg

RAM/20 meg hard drive. Extended
keyboard, loaded with software, a great
computer for students and faculty alike.
Well cared for and in great condition.
$400 or BO. This is a super machine.
Call Chris, 989-2620 evenings.
HOUSE: Orono, 3-bedroom ranch with

attached 2-car garage on quiet dead-end
street; five-minute walk to campus; large
backyard with garden; new furnace.
$79,900. Call 866-4623.
HOUSE: 2-family home, Old Town, two 2-

bedroom units. Each has own furnace,
hot water, electric, parking. Owner-occu
pied with $425 rental income. Nice neigh
borhood, close to schools, large lot with
lovely landscaping. Hardwood floors,
garage, new vinyl siding, windows, and
other restorations. $92,000. Call 8275409 evenings for details.
LEATHER JACKET: Ladies, brown, size 810. excellent condition, zip-in/zipout
lining. Asking $50. Call evenings. 8435064 and leave message.
QUILTS: 4 homemade patchwork quilts;

1 twin, 3 full/queen size; colors - 2
green, 1 blue, 1 black; all have color coor
dinated patterns plus solid color back;
medium loft batting for comfort and
warmth. Call 394-2981 evenings.
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with a fragrant balsam fir wreath. Our
hand-tied, double-faced wreaths capture
the essence of Christmas in Maine. All
pre-ordered wreaths are decorated with a
red velvet bow and include a generous
sample of our very own Shepherd's
Christmas Simmering Potpourri. To pre
order your wreath and sample (22"
wreath - $15; 32” - $25), call Diana,
947-3798.
FOR RENT
APARTMENT: Stillwater, 1 mile from

campus. Clean 2 BR, second floor,
picturesque lot, W/D. Quiet, non-smoker,
no pets. Avail, immediately. $450/mo. +
heat and electricity. Call 989-3048.
APARTMENT: Old Town, near bus line

and bike trail. Large 2-bedroom down
stairs apartment. Huge kitchen, hard
wood floors, washer, dryer, dishwasher,
garage, and storage. Family neighbor
hood; nice yard with herb garden. Avai.
immediately. $600/month + heat and
electricity. Call 827-5409 evenings.
CAMP: On 1/4 cleared acre, Greenbush

(17 miles to campus). Gas stove, wood
stove, elec, available. $200/month. Also
for sale at $6,500. Call 866-7818.
HOUSE: Hancock Point. 3 bedrooms, 2
baths, completely furnished. Oceanfront,
with spectacular view of Cadillac
Mountain and Porcupine Islands.
Available from now to May 1. $550 plus
utilities. Call 866-4070.
HOUSE: Newly redone small 2-bedroom

house in Milford. Full basement, W/D
hook-up. and beautiful view of Penobscot
River. $500/month + utilities. Security
deposit. Call 827-2483 after 5 p.m.
ROOM: Bangor, lovely private home close
to bus line and Interstate. Shared
kitchen, bath and living areas, furnished,
storage area available, off-street parking.
$60/week includes utilities. No pets.
References required. Prefer female.
Available immediately. Call 990-1196
evenings.
WANTED
TRANSPORTATION: Needed from

Howland to Eastern Maine Medical
Center and home most weekdays and
every weekend. 7 a.m.-3:30 p.m. shift.
Call 732-5322 to arrange even if one-way
can be agreed upon.
FREE
PLASTIC CONTAINERS: Come to Fernaid
Snack Bar, follow the signs for free
plastic containers at the bottom of the
stairs. First come, first serve, there are
various sizes.

Positions Available
The qualifications within the listings below are greatly abbreviated. In
order to assess your background relative to the job and to submit the most
effective application, contact the hiring department for more complete informa
tion.
To appear in the Maine Perspective, advertisements must be submitted to
the Office of Equal Opportunity, 318 Alumni Hall, no later than noon on
Wednesday. Guidelines for filling professional positions are available by
contacting the Office ofEqual Opportunity, xl226. A Request to Fill form must
be approved before posting in Maine Perspective.
Administrative Network Specialist, Business Services. Full-time, professional
appointment. Qualifications: Required: Must be familiar with both Macintosh
and DOS platforms, including hardware and software functionality and compati
bility; knowledge of applications, including Word Perfect, MS-Word, Mac and
PC spreadsheets, Mac OS and DOS; must be experienced with Appleshare,
Novell Netware and ethernet LAN topologies and protocols; ability to work
unsupervised; on-call evening and weekend work; good written, oral and orga
nizational skills; must be articulate, personable and able to deal with a wide
ability range of administrative workstation users; ability to handle pressure;
demonstrated successful experience with LANs and workstations; and some
supervision of part-time and student workers. Desirable (but not required):
College education. Salary Range: $20,000-$24,000. Deadline for
Applications: 12/1/94. Contact: Search Committee, Administrative
Information Systems, University of Maine, Room 101, 5703 Alumni Hall,
Orono, ME 04469-5703.
Dean, College of Social & Behavioral Sciences. Qualifications: Earned
doctorate appropriate to one of the disciplines represented in the College;
scholarly achievement in teaching and research; demonstrable success in
academic leadership, including administrative experience at or above the level
of department chair; effective interpersonal communication skills; demon
strated ability to acquire and manage resources; demonstrated ability to
promote academic excellence in colleagues and students; and the capacities
to foster an environment of cultural diversity and to work collegially and effec
tively in a multidisciplinary setting are required. Review of Applications: Will
begin 1/17/95. Preferred Appointment Date: 7/1/95. Contact: Dean Search
Committee, Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs, University of
Maine, Room 209, 5703 Alumni Hall, Orono, ME 04469-5703.
Assistant Professor of Mechanical Engineering. Tenure-track position in mate
rial science within the area of solid mechanics with a strong interest in design.
Qualifications: Ph.D. or equivalent degree in mechanical engineering or a
closely related field and demonstrated commitment to excellence in undergrad
uate and graduate teaching and to the development of a research program are
required. Review of Applications: Will begin 2/1/95. Start Date: 9/1/95.
Contact: Professor Justin Poland, Recruitment Committee Chair, University of
Maine, 5711 Boardman Hall, Orono, ME 04469-5711.

The University ofMaine does not discriminate on the basis of race, color,
religion, sex, sexual orientation, national origin or citizenship status, age,
disability or veteran status, and promotes affirmative action for women,
minorities, persons with disabilities and veterans. Unless otherwise specified,
the jobs are full-time and the address for the application information is: the
contact person listed, department, University of Maine, Orono, ME 04469.

SURPLUS SALE: The University of Maine offers for sale, on an as-is, where-is basis,
the following: (1) CONFERENCE TABLE, 5’x7’, wood legs, wood grain top. $150; (1)
ELECTRONIC STENCIL CUTTER. Eklund 7800. $100; (3) TV 925 TERMINALS, $10
each, (FREE TO DEPARTMENTS); (20) MAC LC COMPUTERS with STYLEWRITER
PRINTERS, 4 MB, 40 MB hard drive, 12” color monitor, networking card, 3 years old,
$600 each; (1) APPLE LASERWRITER LS PRINTER, excellent condition. $300: (1)
8mm SONY 1310R VIDEO DECK SYSTEM, VCR with 13" monitor, $125; DAISY
WHEEL PRINTER. $25: (2) ROOM DIVIDERS (PARTITIONS), fabric with metal frames,
free standing $50 each; (2) IBM COMPUTERS, mono, no hard drives, $30: (3)
PRINTER STANDS. 4' high. $10 each; (1) OLIVETTI E109 TYPEWRITER, $100; (1)
CLOTHES DRYER. Westinghouse, needs belt $25: (1) CANOHLE 250 SCANNER, with
printer and drive, excellent condition. $16,000: (1) NEC SPINWRITER 3510 PRINTER,
daisywheel. FREE.
Off-campus inquiries are welcome. Items usually sell for the prices specified,
however, lower offers are sometimes considered. For further information contact Ron
Logan. Purchasing Dept.. 581-2692. E-mail Logan@Maine.

Directory Changes
▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲A

Charles Slavin

slavin@gauss.umemat.maine.edu

xl848

Pauleena MacDougall, Folklife Specialist, Maine
Folklife Center, 12B South Stevens Hall:
247 Phillips Road, Glenbum, ME 04401 884-7902.

xl891

Miriam Lucy, Administrative Assistant I, Maine
Folklife Center, 12B South Stevens Hall.

EMPLOYEE HEALTH & BENEFITS
CHOLESTEROL SCREENING PROGRAM

for University employees and family members
All programs will be held 9 a.m.-noon and 1-4:30 p.m.
Thursday, Dec. 8
1912 Room, Union

There will be a $5 charge for first-time screenings and for re-check
screenings. Appointments are now available! Call 581-2366 to schedule
your appointment today.
Brought to you by the UMaine Employee Health and Benefits Office in
partnership with the Healthy Heart Program from Eastern Maine Medical
Center and the American Heart Association.

University of Maine President Fred Hutchinson, right, accepts a Peterson
Significant Chapter monetary award in the amount of $100 for UMaine
from Sigma Chi chapter president Brad Moll, left, and Andy Dionne,
chapter pledge trainer. Each year, the Sigma Chi Foundation gives this
grant to the host institution of the Peterson Significant Chapter Award recip
ient. UMaine’s Rho Rho chapter received the 1993-94 award in recognition
of its excellence in operation based on the criteria of scholarship, commu
nity service, growth, public relations and overall performance. The $100
grant will go to the UMaine General Scholarship Fund, which provides
scholarships to qualified UMaine students.
Photo by Damon Kiesow

Oral Exams
“Blade Forces During Coating Operation," by Erdin Guler, candidate for
master's degree in chemical engineering, 9:30 a.m., Nov. 28, 222 Jenness
Hall.

“The Relationship of GIS User Types and Their Preferences for Information
Help Systems,” by Jennifer Sanborn, candidate for master’s degree in
surveying engineering, 11 a.m., Dec. 1, 336 Boardman Hall.

“Catalyst for Change: The Impact of the Second World War and the Korean
War on Maine's Wooden Shipbuilding Industry, 1940-1953,” by Patrick
Kelly, candidate for master's degree in history, 1 p.m., Nov. 28, Alice Stewart
Room. Stevens Hall.

“Climate and Litter Quality Factors Related to Decomposition in Northern
New England Forests," by Mairin Delaney, candidate for master's degree in
plant, soil, environmental sciences, 2 p.m., Dec. 1,101C Deering Hall.

"Repulping and Flotation Studies of Three Pressure Sensitive Adhesives,"
by Ridvan Nerez, candidate for master's degree in chemical engineering,
9 a.m., Nov. 29. 222 Jenness Hall.

“Archaeological Investigations at the Todd Site (17-11), Muscongus Bay,
Maine,” by Karen Mack, candidate for master's degree in quaternary
studies, 2 p.m., Nov. 29, 220 Libby Hall.
“Acute Exposure from Radon-222 and Aerosols in Drinking Water," by
George Bernhardt IV, candidate for Ph.D. in physics, 2 p.m., Nov. 29,102
Bennett Hall.

“A Network Management Expert System Building Tool Based on the SNMP
Protocol,” by Yunxiang Zhong, candidate for master’s degree in computer
science, noon, Nov. 30, 231 Neville Hall.
"Logical Clocks and the Reordering of Distributed Systems Events: A
Characterization of the Classes of Problems Requiring a Total/Partial
Ordering of Events,” by Cindy McKinley, candidate for master's degree in
computer science. 2 p.m.. Nov. 30, 110 Neville Hall.
“Mercury Contamination in Maine Predatory Fishes,” by Craig Stafford,
candidate for master's degree in zoology, 3 p.m., Nov. 30,104C Murray Hall.

“Visualization of Spatial Data Quality for the Decision Maker: a Data
Quality Filter,” by Jeffrey Paradis, candidate for master's degree in surveying
engineering, 3:10 p.m.. Nov. 30, 136 Boardman Hall.
“Nutritional Status and Food Availability of White-tailed Deer During Winter
In Maine,” by Stephen Ditchkoff, candidate for master’s degree in wildlife
ecology. 8:30 a.m., Dec. 1, 218 Nutting Hall.

“A Pulsed Relaxator Model for the Behavior of Rn-222 and Its Progeny in
House Air,” by Lawrence Haskell, candidate for master’s degree in physics.
2 p.m., Dec. 1.114 Bennett Hall.
“An Analysis of Inconsistencies in Environmental Protection Standards
Pertaining to Forest management Activities in Maine,” by Craig MacLean,
candidate for master's degree in forestry, 2 p.m., Dec. 1, 202 Nutting Hall.

“Influence of Air Row Rate, Rotor Speed and Time on Rotation Efficiency,”
by Hatice Kocer, candidate for master's degree in chemical engineering,
2 p.m., Dec. 1, 222 Jenness Hall.

“An Analysis of Student Teacher Anxiety with Respect to Student
Characteristics," by Sylvia Ferrell, candidate for master's degree in human
development, 9 a.m., Dec. 2,14 Merrill Hall.
“Do Rhythms Exist in Courtship Songs of Drosophila Melanogaster?” by
Sharna Alt, candidate for master's degree in zoology, 9 a.m., Dec. 2,102
Murray Hall.
“Maine Woods Petit Canada: Jackman's Paroisse St. Antoine de Pardoue,
1880-1930,” by Gerard Forgue, candidate for master's degree. 1 p.m.,
Dec. 2, Alice Stewart Room, Stevens Hall.

“Systematics, Breeding Systems and Conservation in Shadbush,
Amelanchier (Rosaceae: Maloideae),” by Alison Dibble, candidate for Ph.D.

in plant science, 1:30 p.m., Dec. 2,101C Deering Hall.
“A Study of Neuromal Oscillators Using Electric Models," by Andrew Laffely,
candidate for master's degree in electrical engineering. 3:30 p.m., Dec. 2,
152 Barrows Hall.
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promulgation of standards in
data collection, documentation,
transfer, and search and query.
Deadline: Feb. 15.

National Science
Foundation’s Program on
Networking Infrastructure for
Education, fostering the devel
opment of a widespread
electronic communications
infrastructure to support
reform in science, mathe
matics, engineering and tech
nology education, seeks
proposals for policy studies,
research and development,
demonstrations and model
sites, and infrastructure and
testbeds. Planning grants are
also available. Preliminary
proposals are due Dec. 15 for
policy studies, Feb. 15 for other
projects.
American Institute for
Cancer Research supports
studies of the effects of dietary
and nutritional factors on the
etiology, pathogenesis, and
treatment of cancer. Letters of
intent are encouraged.
Application deadlines: Jan. 1,
July 1.
John D. and Catherine T.
MacArthur Foundation
makes grants to individuals
and two-person teams for
research and writing on inter
national peace and security.
The Foundation has a special
interest in new definitions and
conceptualizations of problem
areas and approaches to the
field. Deadline: Feb. 1.
U.S. Geological Survey
enters into cooperative agree
ments in support of the
Federal Geographic Data
Committee and its National
Spatial Data Infrastructure.
The FY95 program targets two
components of the NSDI: the
creation of a distributed clear
inghouse for geospatial data,
and the development and
16 UNIVERSITY OF MAINE

National Heart, Lung, and
Blood Institute invites
proposals to develop, imple
ment, and evaluate behavioral
interventions for the control of
tuberculosis. Innovative inter
ventions involving the families
of patients, use of community
resources, program strategies
based upon cultural character
istics of the study population,
or other special approaches are
encouraged. Letters of intent
are due Feb. 15; applications,
March 29.

American Federation for
Aging Research awards
AFAR/Glenn Foundation
Scholarships to support
doctoral students in three
months of research on any
topic related to the biology of
aging. Awards provide a $4,000
stipend and $1,500 for related
costs to the supervising labora
tory or department. Deadline:
Feb. 24.

For more information, call
Research & Sponsored
Programs, xl476.
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Why are definitions and translations so important? We as
consumers should be aware of all these new tags and fancy terms
so we know what we’re getting for our money. In some instances,
consumers are being used by an industry that takes advantage of
the green consumer (someone who purchases environmentally
responsible goods and services). Package labeling can be
misleading, so know the garbage vocabulary and know what you’re
paying for, and then share this information with a friend to keep
him or her informed. Take the term garbology, a “science” that is
changing almost daily:

Garbology, noun (singular), from garbageology: The study of
garbage for an explanation of human attitudes and behavior; or, as
Wilson Hughes, research anthropologist and co-director of the
Garbage Project at the University of Arizona at Tucson says,
“interviewing garbage cans instead of people.”
The new word garbageology turned up in 1975 in a New
Behavior magazine article by Arch Napier. Referring to the
University’s Garbage Project, a trash can-by-trash can analysis of
Tucson’s rubbish, Napier coined the term and deemed it “America’s
newest science.” What had started out as a project to compare the
diet and habits of people in various neighborhoods, the Garbage
Project has since collaborated with the USDA to study nutrition
habits, and with the EPA to study recycling trends.
Only within the last six years has the Garbage Project gone for
the gusto: the excavation of landfills. Digging into the nations
dumps, Garbologists have found that our waste is surprisingly
well-preserved. Newspapers as much as 38 years old have been
found in perfectly readable condition.
While newspapers make for easy layer dating, it is alarming to
think that in nearly 40 years, the papers have not begun to biode
grade. Landfills are so short on oxygen that little bacterial
composting can occur.
In a society that throws away as much stuff as we do, garbage
digs are bound to unearth some treasures. Found in a Chicago
landfill in 1988 were three hot dogs buried in 1972 (still pink
inside).
- Hannah Holmes, Garbage Magazine, Jan./Feb. ‘90
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